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The Economy This Week! 

Given the risks, financiers are increasingly confident in investing in renewable projects rather than

traditional thermal projects. However, India would require an estimated $10 trillion USD to achieve Net

Zero by 2070. As the G20 Chair, India can persuade the G7 to increase MDB lending for climate finance.

Meanwhile, Coal vs Renewables Financial Analysis 2022 identifies L&T Finance as the largest financier

in renewable energy project finance in 2021, replacing SBI. 

 

-Team CFA

No escape from the
lower-middle income
trap, at least not yet 

In September 2022, the CFA
explained how India’s credit
outflows flipped or inverted even
before the pandemic set in.
Personal loans overtook loans to
the large industry in FY20 and
continued to do so in FY21 and
FY22; they overtook loans to the
industry as a whole in FY21 and
continued to do so in FY22. 
Read more.

In Nagaland, Despite
An Act To Protect
Street Vendors,
Women Vendors
Struggle For Basic
Amenities
Every morning, 42-year-old Loni
Yalie neatly places vegetables,
fruits, dry fish and a variety of
edible worms at a spot in the Local
Ground area in Nagaland’s capital
Kohima. After the death of her
husband, Yalie has been the sole
breadwinner for her three school-
going children. Read more.

The Coal Trail:
Tracking Investments
in Coal-Fired Thermal
Power Plants in India

India’s installed capacity for power
generation has also seen a
tremendous rise, standing at
405.77 GW. What is also readily
observable is the dominant share
of coal in the installed capacity
equalling 204 GW, and is likely to
retain its leading position in
meeting the country’s power
demand. Read more.
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